[Compliance with the treatment by patients with the co-infection HIV/tuberculosis: integrative literature review].
This is an integrative review whose objective was to evaluate the evidences available in the literature about the factors associated to the compliance with the treatment by patients with the co-infection HIV/TB. Articles published in the period from 2002 to 2008, in the databases LILACS and MEDLINE were analyzed. The material was categorized according to the year of publication, periodical, study location and factors related to the compliance. The final sample included eight articles. The factors found, associated to the compliance with the treatment of the co-infection HIV/TB, related to: the individual and his lifestyle (previous TB treatment, fear of stigma and discrimination, use of chemical substances, depression, social support); the disease and the medication (type of medication regime, use of other medication, adverse effects, difficulty to diagnose TB in these patients); and the health services (operational problems to follow up the treatment, training of the professionals, supervision, different locations to treat TB and HIV).